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Globalisation is  the demise of  humanity.  That being said,  if  we want peace, solidarity,
harmonious cohabitation, justice and equality – we have to defeat globalisation. And to be
able to defeat it, countries which strive to take back autonomy and sovereignty may want to
move away from the oppressive fist of the west.

BREXIT offers Europe and the world a formidable opportunity to break loose from the rigged,
dollar-based  fiat  monetary  system.  BREXIT  opens  the  door  for  other  European  Union  (EU)
nations to do likewise. Different polls indicate that between 60% and 80% of all EU citizens
are fed up with the corrupt EU, wanting to leave. In France, whose Mr. Hollande has reached
the attribute of least popular President of all times and who is openly called a traitor of the
people, a recent survey says more than 85% of the French are against the EU.

Europeans are also worried about the gradual but steady integration of the EU with NATO. A
militarisation of Europe with a US-led war machine moving ever closer towards Moscow is a
strong and present danger for WWIII – meaning Europe may become again the theatre of
war and destruction the third time in 100 years. Encircling China with two thirds of the US
Navy fleet in the South China Sea, provoking territorial conflicts via the Philippines, a former
colony and a US vassal; and presenting a constant menace with uncountable military bases
in the area, all the way to Australia, are no signs of peaceful cooperation by Washington.

Bringing down the EU would break up the Euro and may also break up NATO. This, of course,
is  non-coherent  with  Washington’s  hold on power over  Europe and aggression against
Russia. Breaking up the EU would also annihilate the secretly negotiated nefarious TTIP
(Transatlantic  Trade  and  Investment  Partnership)  turn  Europe  into  US  corporate-finance
slavehood. As usual with US-imposed trade agreements, the TTIP would tilt the balance of
benefits  heavily  in  favour  of  Washington  and  its  corporate-finance  masters.  It  would
superimpose private courts upon sovereign nations’ legal system to arbitrate on behalf of
corporations  and  financial  institutions  for  foregone  profit,  in  case  EU  nations  might  dare
introducing  profit  hindering  legislation,  for  example  for  environmental  protection,  food
safety  and  social  wellbeing.

And last but not least, bringing down the Euro would seriously jeopardise the hegemony of
the US dollar, as the two currencies are really one coin with two faces, one governing
Europe, the other the world – except for China and Russia; two very important exceptions.
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Different polls indicate that between 60% and 80% of all EU citizens are fed up
with the corrupt EU, wanting to leave.

In the western economic system, the US currency means everything for the US empire to
fully dominate the world, its resources, people and finances. The US dollar has been created
for this purpose. And so has the European Union and her single currency, the Euro. They are
not the product of Europe, they are the deceitful construct of the CIA, a process begun
shortly after WWII. In 1946 Winston Churchill proclaimed, [we must]re-create the European
family, or as much of it as we can, and to provide it with a structure under which it can dwell
in peace, in safety and in freedom. We must build a kind of United States of Europe.” He was
then as Cameron and his successor, Theresa May, are today a mouthpiece for the United
States, expressing Washington’s ideas as a Trojan horse in Europe.

Some 240 years ago, the freemason founders of the United States of America duped the
common US population and later the world with Big Words, like Democracy, Equality, Free
Speech, and Justice for All – into believing that they are living in a free and just country.
These ideals were just slogans stamped into the US Constitution, while the long-script is
favouring a small privileged elite. For example, slavery existed already since early colonial
days in British North America. It was legal at the time of US Independence in 1776. Instead
of being abolished under the principles of Equality and Justice for All, it prevailed throughout

the 18th and part of the 19th Century. Yet, the sham of a free America continues to this day,
providing  fertile  ground  for  a  predatory  monetary  system  to  lead  a  predatory  world
economy.

Today’s  western  debt-based  monetary  system is  –  but  a  foster  child  of  the  deceitful
Constitution. It began in 1910, when a group of prominent Wall Street bankers travelled
clandestinely to Jekyll Island, Georgia, on what they disguisingly called “The Duck Hunt”,
where they concocted what in 1913 became the Federal Reserve Act. Thus, emerged the
entirely privately owned, Rothschild dominated Federal Reserve system (FED), serving as
the US Central Bank. It is the omnipotent dollar making machine.

After signing the FED Act into existence, then President Woodrow Wilson as a dying man
declared,  “I  am a most  unhappy man.  I  have unwittingly  ruined my country.  A  great
industrial nation is controlled by its system of credit. Our system of credit is concentrated.
The growth of the nation, therefore, all our activities are in the hands of a few men. We have
come to be one of the worst ruled, one of the most completely controlled and dominated
Governments in the civilized world, no longer a Government by free opinion, no longer a
Government by conviction and the vote of the majority, but a Government by the opinion
and duress of a small group of dominant men.”

The Brits had already a central bank way back in 1694. It was then already controlled by the
Rothschild family, as was the entire banking system. Baron Nathan Mayer Rothschild once
declared: “I care not what puppet is placed upon the throne of England to rule the Empire on
which the sun never sets. The man that controls Britain’s money supply controls the British
Empire, and I control the British money supply.” What the Baron may have said some 320
years ago, still holds true to this day.

When Nixon in 1971 abandoned the gold standard (one troy-ounce of  gold = US$35),
essentially created by the Bretton Woods institutions, the IMF and the World Bank, to control
the western monetary system – the US dollar became de facto the world’s currency of
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reference and by implication the world’s reserve currency. This Machiavellian move allowed
the FED to print dollars as needed to fund US / NATO instigated conflicts and wars, as well as
propaganda to sell the wars around the globe. Every new dollar was a dollar of debt, most of
them externalised, since the world held them in their reserve coffers.

The good news is that the paradigm is changing rapidly. When twenty years ago about 90%
of worldwide reserves were kept in dollar-denominated securities, today this figure is below
60% and falling. Of course, as long as the value of currencies can be manipulated, the value
of dollar reserves is relative. However, the trend is clear. Slipping below 50% may be the
beginning of a sea change in world economy, giving rise to alternative monetary systems.

The shift has already started. China, Russia and other eastern countries are quietly divesting
their dollar reserves into securities of other denominations. The idea for the future is to back
monetary  systems,  funds  circulating  and  released  by  central  banks,  by  actual  socio-
economic outputs of a nation, including social and environmental achievements, such as
public health, education, protection and conservation of natural resources, as well as a
sovereign’s ability of internal and external conflict resolution.

China, Russia and other eastern countries are quietly divesting their dollar
reserves into securities of other denominations. The idea for the future is to
back monetary systems, funds circulating and released by central banks, by
actual socio-economic outputs of a nation.

Simultaneously with the end of the “gold standard”, the limitless dollar production was
further facilitated by Father Bush (George H. W.). He negotiated with the House of Saud –
his friends – to remain at the head of OPEC, as long as Saudi Arabia would assure that
hydrocarbons would never be traded in currencies other than the US-dollar. In return, the US
would guarantee the Saudis’ security. Done deal. It allowed the US to establish a series of
US bases in Saudi Arabia, with which to control the Middle East and surrounding areas and
to  carry  on  wars  and  proxy  conflicts,  destroying  Yemen  and  Syria,  killing  and  maiming
hundreds of thousands of civilians, women and children. The Saudis, Qatar and other Gulf
vassals were also coopted into funding the US-created NATO ground troops in Syria, Iraq
and Libya, namely the “terror” organisation, and Islamic State (IS-ISIS-Daesh).

Under this OPEC arrangement with the Saudis, the demand for US-dollars increased almost
exponentially. Every dollar created means new US debt. This is irrelevant, since US debt was
never  meant  to  be  paid  off.  Alan  Greenspan,  former  chief  of  the  FED  once  answered  a
journalist’s question on how the US was ever able to repay her debt, “We never will pay our
debt, since we can just print new money.” This confirms the pyramid principle of the dollar
based monetary system: You create dollars as debt which bears interest which you pay by
new debt. In other words: Never; creating an endlessly growing and ever shakier house of
cards – until it collapses, and collapse it will.

Greece is a typical showcase, strangled into misery by a rigged monetary system. Similar
criminal  deeds emanating from the dollar  denominated worldwide “Ponzi”  scheme, are
“sanctions”, punishing countries that do not submit to the tyrannical dominance of the
empire,  blocking  trade,  confiscating  assets,  foreign  currency  accounts  –  and  more.  This  is
possible, because the US dollar scam-currency still dominates international trade. As long as
hundreds of trillions of dollars are flooding the globe, it is possible to manipulate the value
of  any  currency,  including  gold.  The  secretive  Basle-based BIS  (Bank  for  International
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Settlement), also called the central bank of central banks, entirely privately owned and
controlled by Rothschild and Co, is best suited for such manipulations.

No wonder, breaking loose from this abusive monetary scheme is number one priority of
most countries that treasure sovereignty, autonomy and freedom, though many do not dare
say  so  openly,  lest  the  empire  lashes  out  at  them punishing  them with  the  very  financial
terror  they want  to  escape from –  illegal  economic  sanctions.  And lashing out  at  the
unaligned nations the empire does, like a dying beast, attempting to pull with it much of the
living world into its own shoveled grave.

The western culture is based on aggressive, greed driven mono-theistic Judo-Christianism. It
foments  constant  competition  instead  of  cooperation,  conflict  instead  of  harmony,
supremacy  instead  of  solidarity.  It  thrives  on  a  constant  growth  fetish  which  flourishes  on
extreme consumerism – it plunders mercilessly the earth’s natural resources, representing
an unsustainable marauder economy, bound to implode rather sooner than later.

Since the ascent of neoliberalism in the 1980s, exacerbated by the auto-coup 9/11, the
Washington-declared war on terror has killed an estimated 12 to 15 million people around
the globe in the last 15 to 20 years. It has also fed and fueled the US military-security
complex  that  by  now  accounts  for  a  majority  of  the  US  economic  output,  including
associated industries and services.

Wars and conflicts have become Washington’s guarantee of survival. The US economy could
not  survive  without  the  military  industrial  complex  unlimited  amounts  of  dollars  that
finances them. This war dependency and tool for dominance used by world financiers may
soon spread to Europe. Aggressions by “regime change” of every “unaligned” government,
US/NATO military invasions, or mercenary wars, from the Middle East, through Asia, Latin
America  and  Europe  abound.  They  are  enhanced  by  western  organised  false  flag  “terror”
attacks, gradually reaching around the globe, sacrificing the lives of western governments’
own citizens, with the purpose of spreading fear.  Since history remembers,  fear is the
weapon of dictators to subdue people, countries and eventually entire continents. The very
useful culprits are invariably Islamic “jihadists”, who hate the west. The ultimate goal is to
complete militarisation of Europe, US and eventually the world. People under Martial Law
can be controlled and manipulated.

The US economy could not survive without the military industrial  complex
unlimited amounts of dollars that finances them.

If the multi-trillion-dollar cycle of debt-interest-debt is broken, the western economy is dead.
The war on Iraq and the murder of Washington’s long-time ally,  Saddam Hussein, was
foremost a currency war. At the end of the 1990’s “sanctions” upon Iraq for its western
provoked attack on Kuwait, Saddam planned to sell Iraq’s hydrocarbons, at that time the
world’s second largest known source, for Euros and later for the “Gold Dinar”, Libya’s new
gold-backed  currency;  the  very  currency  with  which  Mohammed  Gaddafi  intended  to  free
Africa from the voracious fangs of the west. Gaddafi wanted to gradually introduce the Gold
Dinar as a common (reserve) currency in Africa. He also planned to bring low cost mobile
telecommunication to Africa, thereby foregoing European and US phone monopolies’ insane
profits reaped off the African people. Therefore, Gaddafi and Libya also had to go.

Iran was falsely accused as a nuclear threat, even when the 16 most prominent US secret
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services said that Iran had no intentions of producing nuclear weapons. It was again the
dollar that was at stake. In 2007 Iran was about to launch the Teheran Oil Bourse, where
hydrocarbons  could  have  been  traded  in  Euros,  instead  of  dollars,  an  idea  many  oil
producers cherished. Imagine, the trillions of dollars lost to the empire; dollars required by
Washington’s proxy government to sustain its supremacy around the world. Iran, Iraq, Libya,
Syria, Sudan, Chad, Afghanistan and more Middle-Eastern and North-African countries were
already  condemned to  fall  under  the  Zionist-neocon  fabricated  PNAC (Plan  for  a  New
American Century). However, the “oil bourse” and what it would have meant for the decline
of the dollar, triggered the nuclear pretext for illegal “sanctions” and economic attacks on
Iran.

To return to peace, it is high time for the world to move to an alternative monetary system.
A  new  future  is  dawning.  SWIFT  (Society  for  Worldwide  Interbank  Financial
Telecommunication), the western privately-owned and Wall Street dominated international
transfer system is being disbanded by the East. SWIFT makes it possible that Iran can be
excluded  from  receiving  and  making  monetary  transfers,  and  that  Argentina  can  be
blackmailed into acceding to the US-based Vulture funds demanding US$4 billion of UN-
declared illegal debt. SWIFT is being replaced by the Chinese CIPS which can be rolled out
internationally and made available to countries that would like to disconnect from western
control. Western media are silent about the emerging change, lest it might help awaken the
slumbering oppressed masses.

The only reason BREXIT may have a negative impact, is if the powers that
control the dollar-economy – the minute elite of less than 1% – manage to
fabricate another crisis in Europe and accuse BREXIT for it.

BREXIT, if allowed to happen, might put an avalanche of international discontent in motion.
But BREXIT is under tremendous pressure not to happen by Washington and its European
vassals, as it puts dollar hegemony on the brink. The IMF has started a lie and manipulation
campaign falsely – and ridiculously – predicting BREXIT may jeopardise the world economy.
There are no reasons or explanations given whatsoever for such nonsense. People have to
blindly believe the authorities (sic) of the International Monetary Fund. The only reason
BREXIT may have a negative impact, is if the powers that control the dollar-economy – the
minute elite of less than 1% – manage to fabricate another crisis in Europe and accuse
BREXIT for it. This is entirely possible. The criminals controlling the mendacious “system”
know no scruples in oppressing and enslaving the world.

The British voters’ preference for LEAVE, is giving rise to higher aspirations – EUREXIT, a
challenge  already  in  the  crosshairs  of  several  EU countries’  populations  –  though not
necessarily shared by their undemocratic puppet governments – including Austria, Sweden,
Denmark,  Hungary,  the  Czech  Republic,  Slovakia,  Poland  –  and  the  list  goes  on.  An
alternative economic and monetary model is already available and being launched.

“Economy of Resistance” counters neo-fascist globalisation imposed around the world by
the west. This for our times revolutionary concept, though not new, is already successfully
applied  by  Russia  and  Iran,  using  local  banking  and  local  money  to  promoting  local
capacities  and  resources  to  replace  imports  by  building  internal  production  facilities,
creating  labour,  scientific  research  and  adding  in-country  value.Resistance  Economy  may
effectively  defeat  the  dollar  hegemony  and  western  economy  of  war,  destruction  and
assassinations,  replacing  it  with  an  economy  of  equal  opportunities,  justice  and  peace.
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